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Now don't you all go start changing your email addresses...I am notgoing to abuse you again with such 

silliness. I just wanted to brieflyexplain what's happening here.Lisa Pease took exception to my stating in a 

public newsgroup in Junethat I saw errors in Dr. Mantik's Zapruder film tampering article inAssassination 

Science. She asked me to explain myself. Which I then did.A few days later, Dr. Mantik replies to me (and cc to 

Lisa, Jim Fetzer,and Vince Palamara). I reply to Dr. Mantik. All quite civil. Dr. Mantikactually agreed with the 

three of four errors that were pointed out. Wehad a healthy exchange. (I later obtained permission from Dr. 

Mantik topost it on my Web site.)Then out of left field comes Jim Fetzer - defending Dr. Mantik. Ithought that 

to be weird - and told him so. I thought Dr. Mantik wasable to speak for himself just fine. And I replied to Jim.I 

then asked Dr. Mantik, Lisa, and Jim for permission to post theiremails to me on my Web site. Although a 

recipient of email in under nolegal mandate to withhold ANY such communicaton from anyone (unless 

forprofit, of course), I went ahead and asked them. (Unethical?) Dr. Mantiksaid, "Go ahead!" Lisa said she was 

swamped, and to go ahead. The onlyone complaining now is Jim Fetzer - who actually had no real 

businessjumping into the middle of a dialogue between Dr. Mantik and myself.And Fetzer's own letter to me 

(one of the ones he sent you all thisafternoon) seemed to give me the go-ahead (it surely didn't state, "No -

wait until later").So...I apologize that Jim feels compelled to stuff your email boxes fullof this this afternoon. I 

am sorry he feels threatened in some manner byme contacting authors involved in his book. Maybe if the 

work was editedbetter - and fact-checked more professionally - he could feel a littlemore secure in his 

accomplishment...rather than, for example, stubbornlyrefuse to take Dr. Mantik up on the suggestion to 

create anAssassination Science ERRATA Page for errors, omission, and mistakes. - Clint BradfordP.S. - Jim - Dr. 

Mantik asked that we keep his latest email addressprivate...would you please abide by his wishes - like I did - 

and deletehis email address before you re-post messages again. I am sure he'dappreciate it. -I- certainly 

respected his wishes. But that's MY ethicsat work, I guess.
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